
SSAE 18: Origami Risk is SSAE 18 SOC 1 Type II and SOC 2 Type II certified. Compliance is assessed annually by a third-party 
auditing firm.

Protecting Your Data 
Keeping your data secure is of paramount importance to Origami Risk. Our platform and business processes are designed to 
protect your organization’s sensitive data.

FISMA: Origami Risk is compliant with security controls based on NIST 800-53 Rev. 4 and has received Federal Information 
Security Management Act (FISMA) Moderate System Authorization and Accreditation. The Origami Risk service has also 
received Authorization to Operate (ATO) by a federal authorizing agency.

HIPAA Security Rule: Compliance with NIST 800-53 allows Origami Risk, by way of existing security controls, to meet 
security requirements established by the HIPAA Security Rule in accordance with NIST SP800-66 Rev. 1, “An Introductory 
Resource Guide for Implementing the HIPAA Security Rule”.

GDPR: Origami handles client data in compliance with applicable law, including GDPR. Under the GDPR, organizations 
processing personal data are divided into “controllers”, or the entities which control the personal data, and “processors”, 
the entities that process personal data only on the instructions of the controllers. The GDPR applies to both controllers and 
processors (although there are different requirements for controllers and processors).

Origami is a “processor” for all client data stored in our system. While many requirements in the GDPR apply to the “controller” 
of the data, certain portions of the GDPR apply directly to Origami as the “processor” of the data.
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Industry Compliance Standards
Origami Risk is audited and certified with a number of third-party standards:

Hosting Service
Origami Risk is hosted in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) within the Amazon Web Services (AWS) environment. This approach is ideal 
for clients because, in the ever-changing world of data security, Origami Risk is able to quickly adapt to changes and implement 
security features when they are needed.  AWS is certified to be compliant with SSAE18 SOC 1, 2 and 3, ISO 27001, HITECH, FISMA, 
and FedRAMP.  In this secure environment, AWS provides Origami Risk with a blank canvas to build our application in the manner 
that best meets our clients’ needs.

Data Encryption
All data is encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS) in transit; Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) at rest [for SQL Server]; 
and AES-256 for block storage, file system, and full Virtual Machine encryption. Origami Risk enforces strict secure HTTPS 
encryption for all browser sessions. Data transfers are encrypted with PGP encryption and are transmitted using secure file 
transfer protocols.

Mirror Site & Separate Backup Facility
All databases are mirrored in real time to a separate database server located in a separate Amazon Availability Zone. Data is 
backed up to Amazon S3 storage. Amazon S3 is redundantly stored across facilities and devices, providing 99.999999999% 
durability and 99.99% availability over a given year.



Annual Board-Level Security Review
Origami Risk maintains a Security Steering Committee made up of several members of the Origami Risk Board, IT Operations, 
Development, and Customer Service. This committee conducts reviews of the Origami Risk security policies, processes, and 
procedures on an annual basis. These reviews are augmented with continuous oversight by the Steering Committee, a security 
incident reporting system, and vigilant attention to the ever-changing security landscape by Origami Risk security personnel.

Application Security
Origami Risk uses a variety of tools to verify that the Origami Risk application is 
secure. This includes using leading-edge Interactive Application Security Testing 
(IAST), Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and manual code reviews to 
identify and prevent potential security bugs.  Origami Risk’s Application Security 
Team performs continual penetration tests against the application and prior to 
each release.  

Independent Annual Penetration Tests
Origami Risk uses independent auditors to perform annual penetration tests. 
These tests simulate real-world attacks attempting to break into the Origami Risk 
system. In addition to independent, third-party audits, Origami Risk conducts 
vulnerability assessments and monitoring on an ongoing basis to continually test 
and improve security measures.

Intrusion Detection
Origami Risk uses multiple levels of security within the Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) environment. AWS provides IDS and network analyzers which are 
monitored continually by AWS engineers. Origami Risk also deploys and 
continually monitors its own Host and Network IDS/IPS solutions to provide 
maximum visibility to the security of the environment. Physical access to AWS 
data centers is also strictly controlled by state-of-the-art intrusion detection 
systems.

Firewalls
Origami Risk’s infrastructure is behind multiple firewalls, starting with a Web Application Firewall (WAF) that controls the ingress 
and egress of all traffic. Additionally, the WAF inspects traffic at Layer 7 to protect against common attacks such as cross-site 
scripting and SQL injections. Next Generation Firewalls (NGFW) are in place to monitor ingress and egress traffic with host-based 
firewalls used to control traffic flow between functional areas. 

Cloud Security
Cloud native security tools are deployed in Origami Risk’s AWS infrastructure to provide comprehensive visibility and threat 
detection to mitigate risks and secure Origami Risk workloads.  This includes cloud security posture management (CSPM), data 
security, and cloud workload protection platform (CWPP) allowing for the prioritization of risks and quick response to issues.

Visit www.origamirisk.com for more information, product videos, case studies and biographies of Origami Risk experts.
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http://www.origamirisk.com

